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Why is it that people don’t think to feed birds until
summer is a buzz with insects? Perhaps it’s that
birds fly south for the winter…don’t they? This is
the great myth that leaves millions of wild birds
underfed during these cold months. It also

makes window views into as many backyards devoid of wildlife at a
time when it would be most appreciated.

At my Sierra Nevada Mountain home I
was hard pressed to lure even a blue jay
during the growing season. The abundance
of rich plant and insect foods during the
summer was far more attractive than my
birdseed. But come the dreary cold days of
winter, a cup of seed on the deck never fails
to draw a dozen different species. There in
front of my office window, I watch an all
day party that keeps many small-feathered
bodies well fed.

This illustrates why the real bird-feeding sea-
son is indeed during winter. House-bound cus-
tomers will yearn for some way to connect with
nature, and most are eager to interact with
wildlife. Holiday shoppers are also on the look-
out for just the right gift for their bird- and
nature-loving friends. So the key to sales is to
create displays that teach customers that bird
needs are different in winter, and then suggest
how best to meet these needs through a wide
range of products.

FEEDERS
Seasonal strategies are different because inclement weather wrecks

havoc with cheap or poorly designed summer feeders. Winter feeders must
be highly weather resistant, particularly in the North. Promote those
designed to protect the seed from snow, sleet and rain. Don’t overlook
problematic drifting snow and wind-blown rain either.

Open platform feeders are less desirable in
this season because of snow buildup on the
unprotected surfaces. Those such as the Forever
Feeder Fly Through offer a small platform cov-
ered by a limited roof structure. 

Hanging hopper feeders mean fewer refill
trips. When going out to refill requires heavy
weather gear, a large, moisture-proof hopper
proves far more convenient. This is an impor-
tant tip for non-birding, gift-buying cus-
tomers.

The Steel Magnum feeder, constructed wholly
of metal, will not suffer the breakdown that
inevitably afflicts wood and plastic exposed to
extremes of climate. It also offers a large circular
roof that protects birds while they feed. This roof
is an important feature that makes feeding easier
in inclement weather. For this reason, slick cylin-
drical feeders without any roofing may not be as
desirable during this season. 

Decorative metal outrigger hangers to mount
feeders on walls are an important part of the
hanging feeder assembly. Those well made with
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style will always display more attractively than more industrial utilitarian
forms. Creative wrought iron can become more than functional, it offers a
desirable artistic accent for architecture as well. Similarly, chains that are
sufficiently heavy duty to stand up to winds should also be prominent.
Ensure that customers considering gifts or first-time feeder buyers consid-
er a hanger assembly with chain and hook that is strong enough for the
products and location they choose.

FEEDING
Winter bird food is different as well. Focus on blends high in oil-rich

seeds and nuts compared to the standard summer mixes. Winter birds
feed continually to consume enough calories during limited daylight
hours to keep warm through long winter nights. Products with concentra-
tions of raw shelled sunflower seeds and peanuts are staples.  

Small birds have difficulty with larger nutmeats. An important com-
ponent in the diet of small birds such as finches, chickadees and
siskins is niger seed or thistle. Pure thistle should be grouped with
net feeders, standard feeders suited to very small seed and seed
blends designed for these tiny birds. 

Another important food group are the suets, which are vital to the diets
of larger birds such as cardinals and flickers. Suet, which is pure animal fat,
is often augmented with nuts, grains, dried fruit and berries for a more
balanced diet. Suet cakes require a specialized dispenser. Group these
together to help customers obtain everything they need to get started. 

COMFORT
While birds do not bathe in winter the way they do in summer, they still

need water. Where temperatures are so cold natural waterways are iced over,
an electrically heated birdbath is often the only source for a

sure draw. A universal electric de-icer can be retrofitted
to an existing birdbath. These are ideal gift items but
will also appeal to devoted birders looking to expand
beyond food offerings. 

Birdhouses are not often used in winter, but
they are still appealing as gifts or for future

use. Nesting boxes aren’t particular-
ly attractive; they are

d e s i g n e d
t o

appeal to birds, not

people. These are usually overlooked as gifts except by the most ardent
birders who understand their value. However, novelty birdhouses add a
whimsical touch to the display as garden art. 

LEARNING
In order to educate customers and offer a broad gift shopping opportu-

nity, include some books that are oriented to your regional bird popula-
tions. Field guides are essential to bird identification in your immediate
area. National field guides tend to be too broad and discourage the novice
bird lover. But smaller, more user-friendly field guides make great impulse
buys and appeal to the more general wildlife lover. 

A couple of how-to titles help customers better understand how all your
bird-related products are used in the context of backyard habitat. Garden
centers should consider stocking gardening titles that detail plants that
lure birds to gardens as food and cover. Then you can create displays of
bird-friendly plants during the upcoming growing season. 

Birds are nature’s most ingenious insect-control mechanisms. They are
not just a wildlife experience but a logical means to improve overall gar-
den performance. Remember, birds that find a garden friendly in the win-
ter are likely to start hanging around all year long.

Maureen Gilmer is an author and TV personality in Palm Springs, Calif. She appears regular-
ly on Do It Yourself Network’s (DIY) “Weekend Gardening,” a program featuring weekend
projects for the intermediate gardener that make gardens thrive. She can be reached at
mo@moplants.com. 

Birdbath de-icer 
The new KozyBird Oasis birdbath heater
is available in two sizes: 11-inch round
for standard birdbaths and 14-inch cres-
cent for island birdbaths. With its built-
in thermostat, it heats only when tem-
peratures drop and works great in
below-zero temperatures. NuWarmth.
(866) 892-7684. Write in 1417

Birdbath 
These concrete birdbaths
come in 20 categories with
more than 17 colors. The clas-
sically designed Greek bird-
bath (pictured) is good for an
outdoor salesroom. Athens
Stonecasting. (800) 422-1541.
Write in 1400

Gourd birdhouse
These handcrafted gourd birdhouses are
individually burnished and engraved in the
tradition of Peruvian crafts. They are weather
resistant, have drainage holes and are perfect
for purple martins and other songbirds.
Designs include flowers, dragonflies, hum-
mingbirds, leaves and butterflies. Caramba.
(800) 506-8916. Write in 1404

Squirrel-proof birdseed. Hot Meats’ new squirrel-proof wild bird feed is made with sunflower meats treated with a new, exclusive chili
pepper oil guaranteed to repel squirrels. The innovative technology was tested at Cornell University and found to be highly effective in

repelling squirrels and other mammals. Available in 5-, 10- and 20-lb. sizes. Cole’s Wild Bird Products Co. (770) 426-8882. (Write in 1406);
Bird feeder. The Extended Roof Forest Green model provides extra protection from rain or snow. The Forest Green contains no wood or

plastic. It comes ready to hang and fill and requires no assembling. Design attracts both clinging and perching birds and is resistant to
squirrel damage. Fill capacity is 21⁄2 lbs. of black oil sunflower seeds. No/No Bird Feeders. (877) 628-6115. (Write in 1416) ç
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